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The Ambassador, Mari-Luci Jaramillo, grew up in a linguistically rich environment. According to 
Rúben Cobos (2003), renowned folklorist and linguist, the Spanish spoken in rural northern New 

Mexico is a blend of several languages. The early Spanish settlers spoke the 
language of their day, which was sixteenth and seventh century Spanish. 
They did not have names for many items and actions they encountered in 
the Americas, so the Spaniards incorporated the indigenous Náhuatl and Rio 
Grande American Indian vocabulary into their spoken language. Many 
decades later, the Spanish settlers of New Mexico and Colorado also 
adapted English terms into their vocabulary, but with Spanish 
pronunciations. Some of this vocabulary is still used today, not only by the 

ancestors of these early Spanish settlers, but also by other Spanish speakers in the Americas. 
 
Below are terms used in Sacred Seeds and included in the Dictionary of New Mexico and 
Southern Colorado Spanish by Rúben Cobos (2003). Included are the languages adapted or 
incorporated into Mari-Luci’s Spanish. Origin of terms were also identified in the Merriam 
Webster. 
 

Colonial New 
Mexico-Colorado 

Spanish vocabulary 
used in Sacred Seeds 

Languages other than 
Spanish adapted or 

incorporated into Spanish by 
Mari-Luci Jaramillo and her 

community 

 
Definitions 

Abuelo/Abuela  Grandfather/Grandmother 
Acequia/ 
Acequias (pl) 

Borrowed from Arabic         
alsaqiya 

Irrigation ditch 

Amole  Náhuatl A religious hymn  
Alabados   Prayers 
Altamisa  Mugwort or Wormwood 
Amarre 
(Amarrado/Amarrada 
past tense) 

 To tie up someone at a dance to indicate 
they are the next dance sponsors or to 
escort a person for the first time and 
carry him or her in arms around the 
dance hall 

Arroyo  An intermittent stream or creek 
Atacados  Stuck or crammed 
Bastonero  Master of ceremonies at a dance, fiesta 

or banquet 
Bizcochito   A cinnamon sprinkled cookie 



Cabresto Adapted from Spanish 
cabestro 

A rope or halter 

Canoa  A long wooden trough 
Carro Adapted from English car Automobile 
Chaqueüe Tewa and other Native 

American languages 
A porridge made from blue cornmeal 

Chicos Spanish meaning small Dried kernels of sweet corn 
Chicote Latin American in origin Whip made from yucca 
Chile Náhuatl Hot pepper 
Chírola  Possibly Spanish from 

chirrido 
Meadowlark or a chirping bird 

Clin  Adapted from Spanish crin Mane of horse 
Colcha   A homemade bedspread 
Colchon   A mattress 
Comadre/Compadre From Medieval Latin 

compater or comater 
A ritual co-parent or community friend 

Compradrazgo From Spanish compadre  
Compuerta  A large wooden box placed in acequias to 

control the flow of water 
Cubeta f /Cubetas  Tin bucket or buckets 
Curandera  Female folk healer or medicine woman 
Deténganse  Secure yourself 
Escrepa  Adapted from English scraper Scraper used to level farmland 
Estafiate Náhuatl Sage used for curing diarrhea, dysentery, 

and other stomach ailments. 
Frijoles From Spanish frijol, probably 

modification of Galician 
feijoo 

Beans  

Hijada(s)/Hijado(s) Adapted from Spanish 
ahijada/ahijado 

Goddaughter or Godson 

Inconar   To infect 
Mal Ojo  Evil eye 
Mantilla  A light scarf or cape worn over the head 

and shoulders 
Marranada   A dirty mess 
Matraca Latin American A wooden rattle 
Mayordomo  Overseer of irrigation ditches 
Morada  Penitente chapel 
Mula   Homemade corn liquor, mule or 

stubborn. 
Ocote Náhuatl Pitch pine 
Oshá  Wild celery or yucca root 
Papalina  A sunbonnet 



Parciantes  Members who own water rights and are 
allowed to divert water to their acequias 
and irrigate their land. 

Perritos de Agua  A prairie dog in the fields or river rat 
Pinole   A fine home grounded cornmeal 
Presa or presilla  Small dams to divert water 
Púshame	 Adapted from English push 

me 
 

Quelites	 Náhuatl Lamb’s quarters or generic term for 
“greens” 

Rezador  A prayer leader and reader at Penitente 
morada 

Rifle  Adapted from English rifle  
Robinsón Adapted	from	English	robin Robin	bird 
Romerillo	 	 Rosemary	or	silver	sage	
Sacristán	 	 Priest	helper	
Sopaipillas	 

	

	 Fritter	

Tápalo  A black shawl typically worn by older 
women 

Tinieblas   A Penitente Lenten service held in 
complete darkness 

Tortillas or tortías  A thin white or wheat flat bread. 
Spaniards originally gave corn cakes the 
name of tortillas as they looked like 
Spanish omelets. 

Traigan  All you bring 
Trementina  Turpentine or white pitch from piñon 

trees of New Mexico 
Trozos   To cut logs into fragments 
Vendible  Food, fruit or vegetable stand 
Verdolagas From Arabic bardilga Purslane or Pigweed 
Yerba Buena  Mint 

 
Source:  
Cobos, R. (2003). A Dictionary of New Mexico and Southern Colorado Spanish. Museum of New 
Mexico Press, Santa Fe, NM. 


